One Platform to Simplify Retail Security

Verkada uses actionable insights powered by computer vision technology to exceed the capabilities of traditional retail monitoring systems. Designed with simplicity in mind, Verkada integrates intelligent devices with an intuitive software platform to add security without complexity.

Key benefits

Reduce shrinkage around–the–clock
Catch repeat offenders with Vehicle and Person of Interest alerts. Respond immediately with 24/7 virtual guards.

Secure storefronts and storerooms
Set door schedules around store hours of operation and provide tiered access permissions for employees and contractors.

Reduce alarm fees
Eliminate false alarms with built-in video verification and ensure priority emergency response for confirmed threats.

Automate response with panic button
Protect employees with panic buttons that can pull up live video footage, notify on–site security, or call emergency services with a single press.

Monitor stores from anywhere
Find, save and share footage on–the–go. Plus, share live camera feeds with local authorities in seconds.

Improve business operations
Use data–driven insights like Occupancy Trends to optimize staffing and evaluate the performance of promotional activities.

Scale retail operations

Customer stories

Adams Beverages

“Heinemann

“Verkada gave us immediate ROI and resulted in a 30% cost reduction. We eliminated our existing servers and NVR devices while gaining higher levels of storage retention without impacting our WAN bandwidth.”

Federico Abis,
Information Technology Manager

Heinemann

Heinemann

Christopher Koch,
Director of Information Systems

Sook Retail

Dan Burnham,
Chief Technology Officer

“Sook Retail

“I have a complete picture of what’s going on across every single one of our sites, with actionable insights in real-time. Regular feature and security updates mean that the technology I buy from Verkada today will always be ahead of the curve.”

Sook

“Sook Retail

Sales@verkada.com
www.verkada.com
Why Verkada?

Command Platform
Manage devices, users and sites from a single pane of glass — accessible from a simple web browser or mobile app.

Guest
Personalize the check-in experience with custom sign-in flows, complete with security and health screens.

Mailroom
Streamline mailroom management and safeguard assets with native camera integration.

Video Security
Hybrid cloud cameras offer onboard storage and edge-based processing to reliably deliver insights in real-time.

Air Quality Sensors
Monitor environments for air quality, temperature, humidity, motion, noise, smoke and vape emissions.

Access Control
Easily manage doors and credentials with Global Access and Active Directory integrations.

Alarms
Catch and respond to break-ins with cloud-managed intrusion detection and 24/7 professional monitoring.

Intercom
Answer calls from anywhere with sharp intercom video, clear audio and four smart receiver methods.

Contact sales@verkada.com to learn more.